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WASHINGTON 
July 28, 1959 

Dear Mr. President: 

I am forwarding herewith the Military Space Projects Report for the 
quarter ended June 30, 1959. 

The DISCOVERER II satellite was successfully launched into a polar 
orbit on April 13, 1959, from the Pacific Missile Range. The timer com
mand reset failed to adjust to the actual orbit period, which was less than 
planned; consequently, the biomedical capsule was not ejected in the planned 
recovery area. Search operations failed to locate the capsule, after it was 
reported seen in the Spitzbergen. Norway. area. DISCOVERER III, launched 
on June 3, 1959. and DISCOVERER IV, launched on June 25, 1959, experi
enced successful ascent, separation and orbit boost; however, both vehicles 
failed to achieve orbit. DISCOVERER V. originally scheduled for July 1, 
1959, has been postponed until July 28, 1959. 

Due to launch pad availability problems and difficulty with the ATLAS-D 
mlssile, the first MIDAS (very early warning satellite) launch has been 
delayed two months to January 1960. 

Firm objectives have been established for the SAMOS (reconnaissance 
satellite) project with polar orbiting satellites capable of performing visual 
and ferret reconnaissance functions. The first flight is scheduled for April 
1960. 

The first two of the eight engines for the SATURN (clustered booster) 
project have been successfully tested at the Army Ballistic Missile Agency. 
Development of the navigation and communication satellite s is in the hard
ware stage and cOD.tinues on schedule. 

As indicated in my letter transmitting the previous quarterly report, 
project TIROS (meteorological satellite) was transferred to the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration effective April 13, 1959. In addition, proj
ect CENT A UR, the high energy upper stage, was transferred to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration at the clos.e of this quarter. 

With great respect, I am 

1 Incl. : 
Report 

Faithfully yours, 

I sl Thomas S. Gates 

Deputy 

cc: Member s of the National Aeronautics and Space Council 

The President 
The White House 

SECIRET 
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PROGRESS HIGHLIGHTS 

During the Quarter Ended June 30, 1959 

(Project code names were assigned to all major ARPA projects 
during the quarter and are evident throughQut this document. ) 

On April 13, 1959, DISCOVERER II was s.uccessfully launched 
into orbit from the Pacific Missile Range. The recoverable capsule 
was not ejected in the planned recoveryarea,however, and an intensive 
search was unsuccessful. Although DISCOVERER III and DISCOVERER 
IV, launched June 3 and June 25 respectively, experienced successful 
ascent,' separation and orbit boost, these vehicles failed to achieve orbit. 

Launch of the initial SAMOS reconnaissance satellite, formerly 
designated SENTRY, is scheduled for April 1960 ·and will contain both 
visual and ferret payloads. 

The first flyable infra-red scanner for Phase I of the MIDAS infra
red reconnais sance satellite program was delivered in June. and the 
first satellite launch is scheduled' for January 1960. Delay of approx
imately two months is due to conflict in pad schedules and to difficulty in 
the ATLAS-D program. 

Tran.sfer to NASA of the meteorological satellite project (TIROS) 
was made in Apri1l959. 

<;) . ..... orl~.; t
·~ 

Laun.ching of the first navigation satellite (TRANSIT I) is now : 
scheduled for mid-September. The satellite equipment is in final as- ~3' . 

II> ~ 
sembly and te st. 

Communications satellite projec~ (NOTUS) calls for development 
of a delayed repeater satellite system (COURIER) and an instantaneous 
repeater satellite system comprised of three sub-projects,"STEER, 
TACKLE and DECREE. The first COURIER satellite is scheduled in 
February 1960. Launchings of instantaneous repeater satellites are 
scheduled to begin in late 1960. 

The combined MlNITRACK-DOPLO C fence, a portion of Project 
SHEPHERD, continues to successfully track satellites in space. 

Under TRIBE, the project for development of a continuing family 
of military space vehicles. the fir st two .engine s of the 1. 5 million pound 
thrust cluster engine SATURN were successfully fired at ABMA. 

1 
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Project Renamed 

SAMOS to provide 
both Visual (Photog
raphic); and Ferret 
(Electronic) data. 

Ground acquisition 
of data by capsuJ.e 
recovery and by 
readout. 

_""""""" . .u.~.""" . .u. 

SAMOS PROJECT 

(FORMERL Y SENTR Y) 

INTRODUCTION 

This project was formerly known as the WS-1l7L 
or SENTRY Program prior to the establishment 
of DISCOVERER and MIDAS as separate projects. 
It was recently named SAMOS to remove the 
earlier all-inclusive connotation associated with 
the SENTRY title. 

The objective of the SAMOS project is the de
velopment of a reconnaissance system utilizing 
polar orbiting satellites to collect and process 
visual or photographic data and ferret or 
electromagnetic data. Specifically, the SAMOS 
system is expected to acquire a great amount 
of technical intelligence, resulting in a more 
precise knowledge and evaluation of enemy 
military and industrial strength and their de
ployment. The data obtained should enable the 
United States to do a better target analysis job 
and to detect and identify unknown targets. 
Information obtained will provide evidence of 
build-up and consequently relatively long-lead 
warning of attack. 

Two approaches are being developed for acquis
ition of intelligence data: (1) the recovery system 
in which a data capsule is ejected from the 
satellite upon command and physically recovered. 
and (2) the electronic data readout system in 
which all data is transmitted upon command to 
ground stations. The recovery system is used 
for photography and the data readout system for 
both photography and ferret. The recovery system 
will be used when rapid time response is not 
necessary, thus permitting collection of data over 
a large geographic area at a rate which would 
exceed the limits of a readout link capability. 

Approved for Release: 2017/03/23 C051 00800 
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Flight Program 

Initial High ts to 
have both visual and 
ferret capapilitie s. 

Visual payload to 
utilize wideband 
data link. 

Recovery Payload 

photographic readout system will be used for 
surveillance of specific targets when time re
sponse is an important factor. 

The program initially included 22 launchings. 
Current program reviews of payloads plann.ed 
may reduce this to 18 launchings. The first 
launching is scheduled for April, 1960. 

SAMOS PAYLOADS 

GENERAL 

A dual payload, consisting of compon.ents of both 
visual and ferret systems, will be used on the 
initial development flights to test equipment. 
When in orbit. both the vi-sual and ferret equ.ip
ment will be checked out for satisfactory operation, 
prior to jettisoning of the ferret payload. The 
visual payload will then be permitted to operate 
without interference and will have a useful Ufe 
of 10 to 15 days. depending upon the power supply 
used. Later satellites will carry only the visual 
or the ferret payload. 

A wide band data link will be used for the visual 
payload ground- space communications. This 
link includes a payload camera, using strip film 
which is automatically developed while in orbit. 
On ground station command, readout of the de
veloped negative is accomplished by electronic 
scanning (in the satellite) and conversion of the 
image to a video signal for transmission to a 
ground station over the wide - band link. The 
video signal is then converted into modulated 
lines and displayed on a kinescope, The kinescope 
lines are photographed by a 35 InIn continuous
strip camera which records the images as a 
series of positive frames. 

Bids for development of recovery payloads have 
been received and are being evaluated. The 
design objective for the recovery camera. is to 
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Flights of fir st 
visual payloads (E-l) 
to be used for com
ponent testing. 

E-l dummy,payload 
complete; grol.illd 
equipment progress 
is substantial. 

Assembly of E-l 
package is l.illderway. 

E - 2 payload goal is 
to achieve 20-foot 
ground resolution. 

E- 2 payload in ad
vanced design stage; 
some fabrication 
started. 

obtain resolution sufficient to identify objects 
on the grol.illd as small as five feet on a side, 

VISUAL 

Photo payloads, employing the readout technique, 
to be used in the initial vehicles, have been 
designated !fE_Iff and include some components 
of a more advanced design payload, designated 
"E- 2." The E-l payload will test in orbit the 
film storage transport l.illit, experiemental 
control devices, command control system and 
the E-2 payload processor and readout system, 

The E-l dummy payload is available and will be 
used to provide mechanical fit and electrical 
harne s s compatibility with the satellite vehicle. 
Fabrication and assembly of the E-l grol.illd 
handling equipment is complete, 

The first flyable visual reconnaissance (E-l) 
package, now being assembled, contains com
ponent refinements, particularly in readout, 
instrumentation and control. 

The design objective of the E- 2 version is to 
achieve grol.illd resolution of 20 feet. This pay
load will be controllable to permit photograph
ing of ground objects 150 miles on either side 
of the flight path and 17 degrees fore or aft along 
the flight path, Control for a given mission will 
be entered into a vehicle programmer by ground 
station command. 

All detail and assembly drawings for the E- 2 
payload camera are finished, Hardware pack
aging of the optical system for the '36-inch focal
length lens was accomplished and collimator 
testing indicates performance exceeds design 
specifications. (See Figure 3) 

10 
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Ferret payload 
provides for three 
progressively more 
sophisticated ver
sions. 

Ferret payload 
work proceeding 
on schedule. 

Program require s 
extensive ground 
data handling net
work. 

Control equipment 
being developed for 
tracking stations. 

FERRET 

The reoriented ferret reconnais sance program 
provides for the development of three payloads 
attaining progressively advanced design con
sistent with maintenance of program scheduling. 
These payloads are designated F-l, F-2, and 
F- 3 and will be used to intercept electronic 
emissions. measure and store the signal para
meters, and transmit the data to ground rece
iving stations on command. 

All ferret payload work is proceeding on schedule. 
The second article of the F-I prototype vehicle 
equipment was checked out completely. Quali
fication testing of the F-I payload will be conducted 
in July. Two antenna assemblies have been com
pleted for the F-2 payload. Assembly drawings 
for the F-2 payload data handling unit and ground 
data handling equipment have been released for 
fabrication. 

FACILITIES AND SITES 

TRACKING 

The:sAMOS Program requires an extensive 
ground data handling network, including several 
tracking and acquisition stations and a central 
data processing and control facility to be located 
at Sunnyvale, California. Tracki.ng stations are 
planned for the eastern, western, and central 
regions of the United States. In addition. use will 
be made of DISCOVERER facilities as applicable. 

A study of the requirements for data obtained and 
required by tracking stations has resulted in the 
start of development of the Progra:r:runable Inte
grated Control Equipment (PICE) system. This 
equipment, installed at tracking stations, will 
accept and store all incoming data and make por
tions of the data available instantaneously. 
Specifications for this equipment are complete. 
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Construction of 
control center near
ing completion. 

Launch pad to 
be comple~ed in 
September. 

Construction of the first increment of the 
Develppm.ent Control Center at LMSD, Sunnyvale, 
California, will be completed in December 1959. 
Design of the second increment is scheduled for 
completion in July. Construction of the Data 
Acqui.sition Building is on schedule at Vandenberg 
Air Force Base with completion of various facil
ities scheduled on an incremental basis from 
October to Decem.ber, 1959. This facility will be 
used to provide the readout function until the three 
ope rational stations are co:mplete. 

LAUNCH 

Construction of th'e SAMOS launCh pad at Point 
Arguello, California, will be completed in Sep
tember 1959. 

12. 
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Figure 3 - Mockup of SAMOS (E-2) 
Visual Reconnaissance 
Package. 
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MIDAS PROJECT 

(VERY EARLY WARNING SATELLITE) 

MIDAS will provide 
early warning of 
Ballistic Missile 
attack. 

First flight sched
u1ed for January 1960. 

First MIDAS 
satellite shipped 
to Modification 
Center. 

INTROD UCTION 

Phase I, and a nlore advanced Phase II series 
of flights expected to follow it, are aimed toward 
establishing a reliable operational satellite - borne 
!nissile-alarm capability in the 1962 time period. 
The MIDAS (Missile Defense Alarm Satellite) Pro
ject, when operational, will place a series of 
satellites around the earth in polar orbits. These 
will carry payloads consisting of infra-red de
tection scanners capable of keeping watch over 
large areas of the upper atmosphere. Infra-red 
emanations fronl ballistic missiles being launched 
will be detected as the Inissiles rise above the 
atmosphere, and the alarm so given will be trans
!nitted instantaneously to far north readout sta
tions on the ground. Warning will then be relayed 
directly to the Zone of Interior intelligence and 
operations centers, providing maximum alert 
time for retaliatory forces. 

FLIGHT SCHEDULE 

The MIDAS Phase I program involves four ATLAS 
boosted, low-latitude, low-altitude (300 to 700 
!nile) flights from the Atlantic Mis sile Range (AMR). 
Hardware will be available in time to meet the 
originally scheduled Novenlber 1959 flight date. 
However, liInited launching facilities to accom
modate both MERCURY and MIDAS at AMR, to
gether with delays encountered in the ATLAS D 
progranl. indicate that January 1960 is the earliest 
date for the first MIDAS launch. 

MIDAS COMPONENT STATUS 

GENERAL 

All aspects of the MIDAS satellite vehicle remain 
on schedu1e. The first MIDAS satellite was shipped 
from Sunnyvale to the Modification and Checkout 
Center at Palo Alto on June 25. 

13 
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DeveloplTIe nt of 
restart engine 
initiated. 

The first flyable 
infra-red under
going test. 

Facili tie s fo r 
Phase I include 
AMR. Palo Alto, 
PMR and Hawaii. 

PROPULSION 

A silTIulated altitude testing progralTI with a 
lTIodified Bell XLR81-Ba-5 rocket engine was 
successfully cOlTIpleted in Apri11959. (See 
AGENA lTIodification, under Project TRIBE. ) 
Authorization was then given to proceed with the 
design and developlTIent of a restart engine. 
This capability lTIust be provided to lTIeet the 
high altitude orbital requirelTIent of the MIDAS 
systelTI. 

INFRA-RED SCANNERS 

The first flyable infra-red scanner for use in the 
first Phase I flight, shown in Figure 4, was 
delivered early in June. The unit is undergoing 
tests at Lockheed prior to' being installed in the 
satellite. A test to check for possible pick-up 
of S- band beacon signal by the scanner unit was 
succes sfully cOlTIpleted. 

TRACKING AND READOUT FACILITIES 

PHASE I FLIGHT 

Initial Phase I flights will use the following 
facili tie s : 

1. Atlantic Missile Range - Launch and readout 
of data frolTI satellite in orbit. 

2. AMR Down-Range Stations - Tracking during 
ascent and through orbit injection; readout 
of exit telelTIetry data. 

3. DeveloplTIent Control Center (Palo Alto/Sunny
vale) - Operations control; ground presen
tation in real tilTIe and analysis of infra- red 
data. 

4. Va.ndenber g Air Force Base - Tracking; 
ground presentation of infra-red data in real 
tilTIe. satellite interilTI tilTIe r cOlTIlTIand, infra
red scanner cOlTIlTIand. 

14 
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Churchill and 
Frobisher, Canada, 
being considered for 
Northeast Atlantic 
readout sites. 

Donnelly Flats, 
Alaska, selected as 
North Pacific readout 
site. 

United Kingdom site 
selection initiated. 

5. Kaena Point, Hawaii - Tracking; infra-red 
data readout, satellite interim timer command, 
infra-red scanner command. 

Targets, launched from AMR, White Sands Proving 
Ground, Point Mugu and Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, will be observed by the orbiting satellites. 

ADDITIONAL READOUT SITES 

Churchill and Frobisher, Canada, are being studied 
as possible sites for a readout station between 
those in the North Pacific and the United Kingdom. 

Donnelly Flats, Alaska, was selected as the site 
of the North Pacific readout station. De sign of 
this facility has been completed and construction 
will be started during July with an expected 
occupancy date of June 1960. 

Site selection for the East Atlantic station has 
been initiated, and it is anticipated that siting 
teams will visit potential areas in the United King
dom during July. 
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. Figure 4 - Infra-red Scanner for 
first MIDAS. 
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STATUS. OF FUNDS 

(In Millions) 

Pro grammed FY 1959 Com- FY 1959 FY 1959 
FY 1959 & mitments (ARPA Obligations Expenditur 

Prior Years Order s Is sued) As Of As Of 
Project Projects June 30, 1959 May 31,1959 May 31,195 

DISCOVERER $136. sij $ 136.5 $ 101. 8 $ 61. 0 

SENTRY 105.6]) 105.6 90.9 65.2 

MIDAS 22.8Y 22.8 13.6 8. 2 

Meteorological 
Satellite 12.8 12.8 7.4 5.0 

Navigation Satellite 10.7 10.7 3.0 .4 

Communications 
Satellite 16.7 16. 7 2. 2 1.0 

Tracking 31. 9 27.6 22.0 7,6 

Feasibility Studies 11. 5 10.5 11. 3 6.7 

Vehicle Development 
and Modification 

Clustered Engine 34.0 34.0 19.8 6.5 

CENTAUR 21. 5 21. 5 15.8 6.5 

Upper Stage 
Modification 2.6 2.6 . 5 .1 

Large Thrust 
Test Stand .7 .7 . 2 

TOTAL $ 491. 4 .:]) $ 402.0 $ 288.5 $ 168.2 

U $84.1 prograrn.rned during Fiscal Year 1958 and prior years for WS 117L 
Program. DISCOVERER, SENTRY and MIDAS projects are an outgrowth 
of WS ll7L. 

33 
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SECRE'f' 

DOD SATELLITE LAUNCH SCHEDULE 

~Y 1960 
1959 

Launch Quarters 
Program Vehicle Site 1 2 3 

1. DISCOVERER Thor-Agena PMR 2 3 4 

2. Reconnaissance (SAMOS) At1cl.s -Agena PMR 

3. Communications (NOT US) 
a. Delayed Repeater (COURIER) Thor-Agena AMR 

b. SAC Polar (STEER) Atlas -Agena PMR 

c, Adv. Polar .(TACKLE) Atlas-Agena PMR 

4. Navigation (TRANSIT) 
Transit I Thor-Delta Y AMR 1 

Transit II Thor-104 AMR 
Transit III - PMR 
Transit IV - PMR 

5. Early Warning (MIDAS) 
Phase I Atlas-Agena AMR 
Phase II Atlas-Agena PMR 

6. SATURN SATURN AMR 

1/ Launch scheduled first quarter 1960 will use Thor-104. 

2/ Payloads planned to be launched with some other programmed payload. 
3/ Static test firing at ABMA. 
~ Launch of vehicle with durn.rn.y upper stage but without payload. 

5ECltE'P 
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~Y 1961 FY 1962 

1960 1961 
Quarters Quarters 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

4 5 4 2 

2 2 2 2 2 1 2 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 2 

1 2 

1 
1 1 

J:./ 
2/ 

2 1 1 
1 1 
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THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION 

AFFECTING THE NATIONAL DEFENSE OF 

THE UNITED STATES WITHIN THE MEANING 

OF THE ESPIONAGE LAWS, TITLE 18, U.S.C., 

SECTIONS 793 AND 794. THE TRANSMISSION 

OR THE REVE LA TION OF ITS CONTENTS IN 

ANY MANNER TO AN UNAUTHORIZED PER-

SON IS PROHIBITED BY LAW. 

QUARTER ENDED 30 JUNE 1959 

Department of Defense 

Washington 2S,D.C . 

../SECRET} 
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ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

July 28. 1959 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Progress Report on Military Space Projects for 
Quarter Ended June 30, 1959 

This transmits the Military Space Projects Report for the 
quarter-ended June 3D, 1959. 

Project TIROS (meteorological satellite) and Project_CENTAUR 
{high energy upper stage} were transferred to the_ National Aeronau
tics and Space _Administration on April 13. 1959. and July I, 1959, 
respectively. Therefore, this is the last time progress on these 
projects will be included in this report. However, because of their 
potential military application, the _Advanced Research Projects 
Agency will maintain close liaison with the National Aeronautics and 
Space Adzninistration in order to keep abreast of progress in these 
two iIUportant projects. 

Highlights of :major events to date _are briefly covered in the 
accoIUpanying draft of your letter of trans:mittal of the report to the 
President. 

1 Incl.: 
Report, subject 
as above 

ii 

-- _D£~ -g p /2, fl. 
~_E.~ 

Rear Adm.. USN 
Acting Director 
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Dear Mr. President: 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

July 28, 1959 

I am forwarding herewith the MilitarySpace Projects Report for the 
quarter ended June 30, 1959. 

The DISCOVERER II satellite was successfully. launched into a polar 
orbit on April 13, 1959, froni the Pacific-Missile Range. Thetixner com
mand reset failed to adjust to the actual orbit period, which was less than 
planned; consequently, the biomedical capsule was not ejected in the planned 
recovery area .. Search operations failed to locate the capsule, after it was 
reported seen in the ,Spitzbergen, Norway, area. DISCOVERER III, launched 
on June .3, 1959. and DISCOVERER IV. launched on June 25. 1959. experi
enced successful ascent, separation and or-bit boost; however, both vehicles 
failed to achieve orbit .. -DISCOVERER .V. originally scheduled for July 1, 
1959. has been postponed untilJuly l8, 1959. 

r.~- Due to launch pad availability E,roble:ms and difiicultJ( with the ATLAS -p 
I mis sile, the first MIDAS (very early warning satellite)launch has been -::::.::::;J 
! <;lelayed two months to January 1960. ' 
~-,r;-,",~. 

[ 

. Finn objectives ~=~~ be.c::E: established for the SAM OS (reconnaissance 
satellite) roject w·orbiting satellites capable of performing visual 
and ferr.et recoIltlill~£~_ctions. t flight is scheduled for _pril 
1960. . . . 

The first two of the eight engines for the .SATURN (clustered booster) 
project have been successfully tested at the Army Ballistic Missile Agency. 
Development of the navigation and conununication satellites is in- the hard
ware stage and continues on schedUle. 

As indicated in my letter transmitting :the previous quarterly report, 
project TIROS (meteorological satellite) was transferred' to the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration effective April 13, 1959. In addition, proj
ect CENTAUR. the high energy upper stage, was transferred to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Adrninistrationat the clos,e of this quarter. 

With great respect, I am 

1 lncl. : 
Report 

Faithfully yours. 

/ s/ Thomas S. Gates 

Deputy 

cc: Members of the National Aeronautics and Space _Council 

The President 
The White House 

§lECIRIE/Ir 
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iv 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Film Series of DISCOVERER Launch 

Biomedical Package for DISCOVERER Flight 

SAMOS Visual Reconnaissance Fa 

i E - 2) Mocku;e 

fra-red Scanner - First MIDAS Fli 

Figure 
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2 

3 
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TRANSIT System Operation 5 

NAV-I, Navigation Satellite 6 

SATURN Tail Area - Ful1~Scale Mockup 7 

Single H-l Rocketdyne Engine on ABMA Test Stand 8 

SATURN Static Test Tower 9 

v 
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PROQRESS HIGH~IGHTS 

During .the Quarter Ended June 30, 1959 

(Project code names were assigned to all major ARPA projects 
during the quarter and are evident throughQut this document. ) 

On April 13. 1959. DISCOVERER II was successfully launched 
into orbit from the Pacific Missile Range. The recoverable capsule 
was not ejected in the planned recovery area. however. and an intensive 
search was unsuccessful. Although.DISCOVERER III and DISCOVERER 
IV, launched June 3 and June 25 respectively. experienced successful 
ascent,' separation and orbit boost, these'vehicles failed to achieve orbit. 

\ 

[ 

Launch of the initHtl S4JdQS reconnaissance satellite. formerlg 
designated SENTRY, is scheduled for April 1960 ·and will contain both 
visual and ferret payloads, . . - .. ...... . 

•.. ---- The first flyable infra-red scanner for Phase I of the" MIDAS infr::-l 
red reconnaissance satellite program was delixered in June, and the J 

I first satellite launch is scheduled' for Jan,lli}.ry 1260. _ D~.lay of approx-
t imately two months is due to conflict in ed schedules and to difficulty in 
: the ATLAS-D program. . _"p'-"' . 
............-::.. . 

Transfer to NASA of the meteorological satellite project (TIROS) 
was Inade in Ap:ri11959. 

Launching of the first navigation satellite ,(TRANSIT I) is now 
scheduled for mid-September" .The satellite equipment is in final as
sembly and test. 

Communications satellite project (NOTUS) calls for development 
of a delayed repeater satellite system (COURIER) and an instantaneous 
repeater satellite system comprised of three sub-projects, STEER, 
TACKLE and DECREE. The first COURIER satellite is scheduled in 

. February 1960, Launchings of instantaneous repeat'er satellites are 
scheduled to begin in late 1960. 

The combined MINITRACK-DOPLO C fence. a portion of Project 
SHEPl-IERD, continues to successfully track satellites in space. 

Under TRIBE, the project for development of a continuing family 
of military space vehicles, the' first two.engines of the l. 5 nrillion pound 
thrust cluster engine SATURN were succes sfully fired at ABMA. 

1 

SlE;e~E1F 
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Fabrication of a full scale :mockup of a.SATURN booster tail section is 
co:mplete and all :major structural drawings for the SATURN test 
vehicle were released. . . 

rheBell-Hustler upper stage vehicle (code name AGENA) is being 
:modified to provide a greatly im.proved hlghaltitude capability .. 

The CENTAUR project (high energy upper stage) will be trans
ferred to NASA on July 1, 1959. Asse:mbly of the engine is near 
co:mpletionand the first run date is scheduled for July 1959 . 

. '-

2 

§16C1Rt1ET 
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TOPICAL SUMMARY 

DIS C 0 V ERE R PRO J E C'.T 

(COMPONENT TESTING SATELLITE) 

Project Objectives
Development and 
Testing of Com.pon
ents for Military 
Space Technology 
Program. 

Flight Schedule 

INTRODUCTION 

The objectives of the Discoverer Satellite Pro
ject are to conduct research and development 
on compon~nts, equipment, instrumentation, 
propulsion. data processing, com.mUnications 
and operating techniques. Development testing 
will be conducted in a secure military manner 
and at an early date relative to over-ill system 
de-yelopment schedules. Developm.ents accom
plished under this project are expected to make 
:major c~ntributi.ons to many advanced military 
space system.s. .For example~ MIDAS, SENTRY 
and the SAC Recall CommUnications Satellite 
will all use the basic satellite vehicle, and to 
varying d~grees, com.ponents, conununications, 
tracking equipm.ent, and operating techniques 
developed and te sted in this pro gram. 

The Discoverer project is characterized by an 
open-ended series of space flights which will 
be utilized -for testing classified equipm.ents 
within the space "environment. The program 
per:mits varied test conditions which will dupli
cate the actual operating conditions of the space 
equipment being tested. All of the earlier 
flights planned for this project will utilize the 
"THOR IRBM boo ster and the AGENA second 
stage. 

The current schedule for the Discoverer project 
calls for a total of 29 firings through fiscal 
year 1961; .. the majority of which .will be in 
fiscal year 1960. 
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DISCOVERER II 
successfully 
achieved polar 
orbit. 

Orbit, ejectio~ 
and re-entry as
pects successful. 

Capsule did not 
ixnpact in recovery· 
area; searchunsuc
-ce saful. 

DISCOVERER FLIGHTS 

DISCOVERER n 

On: April 13, 1959,. DISCOVERER II ~as suc
-cessfully injected into orbit approximately 
six :minute s after being launched from 
VandenbergAir Force Base. The 1,858 lb. 
DISCOVERER II vehicle, containing 6, 352 lbs'. 
of propellants, separated from the THOR 
booster and coasted to near-apogee altitude-. 
where rocket engine ignition occurred and 
required orbital velocity was rltained. ~e 
satellite required 90.4.3 :minutes to coxnplete 
.an ahnost circular _orbit of the earth with.an 
apogee of 215. 7 and a peri.gee of 157.6 statUte 
nllles.-: 

. -
During the sevente·enthorbit the satellite nose 
wag tilted 60 degrees downward to perInit 
ejection to cause re-entry of the 197 lb. recov
erable capsUle payload. Telexnetered data show 
that control and ejection equipment operated as 
planned. 

A reset error ,introduced into the satellite tixner 
by ground co:rnn'l.aDd on the second pass,. how
ever, :made it ixnpossible to adjust capsule 
ejection to perInit impact within the planned re
coveryarea; and the ..auto:matic ejection. progranl 
took :effect. Based on the known orbit character
istics and the predicted tinle of autoxnatic ejection 
oc·currence. it was calculated that the cap-sule 
would ixnpact near the Arctic Circle. A Iispace 
watchll wag alerted and, at the predicted tixne 
and in the predicted area, observers on the 
NQrwegian islands of Spitzbergen saw a Ustar
burst, " probably foil chaff, and a descending 

. parachute. Search activities conducted by the 
Norwegian governxnent and the U. S. Air Force 
throughout the extre:rnely rugged, snow- covered, 
Spitzbergen area_were unsuccessful. 

-4 

SIKClRJET 
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Radar and tele
Inetry contact 
excellent. 

Changes made to 
prevent recurrence 
of error. 

DISCOVERER ill 
failed to achieve 
orbit. 

DISCOVERER IV 
failed to achieve 
orbit. 

Telemetry, radar beacon and continuous-wave 
beacon ope ration was, excellent thoughout the 
lifetime of the batteries. TeleInetry and radar 
beacon were operative until after the 25th pass 
(about one and one-half days). confir:rning pre
dicted battery life. The continuous-wave beacon, 
which operates iroIn its own battern, was heard 
for the last thne on April 19, al:rnost a week.after 
launch. The satellite, visible only in the Ant
arctic region because of its orbital plane'in 
relation to the sun, was sighted repeatedly in 
that area. It was last seen at the South Pole on 
April 25 and is believed to have re-entered the 
atmosphere the ~extday. 

Steps have been taken to preve'nt recurrence of 
the :error which caused,lo~sof ejection ti:rner 
control. The interb:n. thner installed in the 
vehicle ha'S been'replaced by the Inore sophi'S
ticated Fairchild ti:rner. previously p]wm.ed for 
installation in DISCOVERER IV.-

DISCOVERER ill 

DISCOVERER ill was launched froIn the Pacific 
Missile Range on, June 3 after three unsuccessful 
atteInpts during the previous two weeks. 
Inclement weather and :minor technical difficulties 
with the lift-off ,staging cau'Sed the postponements. 
Launch, ascent. separation, coast, and orbital 
boost were accoInpiished a's planned. Premature 
satellite engine shut-down :resulted in failure to 
achieve required orbital velocity, and i:rnpact 
occurred approximately 30 degree ssouth of the 
equator. Indications are, that fuel ~:x:haustion was 
the cause of premature 'Shut-do~, since fuel for 
additional burning should have been present in the 
tanks at the ti:rne of shut- down'" 

DISCOVERER IV 

DISCOVERER IV was launched on June 25 froIn 
Pacific Missile Range :(See Figure 1). Launch, 
ascent, separatio~ coast, ,and orbit bbost were 
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Vehicles on hand 
at Va.ndenberg, Santa 
Cr.uz and Palo Alto. 

Successful data 
obtained from !'Me
chanical Mice" on 
DISCOVERER II 
flight. 

Live mice data 
successful on DIS
COVERER III flight. 

successfully accoInplished. However, the vehicle 
failed to achieve orbit. A detailed review of 
DISCOVERER ill and 7..V flight r'ec0rds is being 
made since :r..either vehicle achieved orbit, in 
spite of successful systeIns and cOInponent oper
ation. Several Inodifications are planned to 
increase the probability of achievir .. g orbit, such 
as a change in fuel and a/reduction of weight in 
orbit. Launch of DISCOVERER V on July 1 has 
been postponed until this review has been COIn
pleted. 

FUTURE FLIGHTS 

. 
DISCOVERER V is installed on a Vandenberg Air 
Force Base launch pad. Two' additional satellites 

. are at Vandenberg under.going.pre-mating checks. 
. At Santa C-rU2f Test Base (SCTB). two vehicles 
are installed in test stands awaiting acceptan.ce 
testing. A third vehicle is ready for installation 
when a stand becomes available. Four vehicles 
are at the Modification and Checkout Center at 
Palo Alto. 

BIOMEDICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM 

Extensive testing of the BioInedic:al Recovery 
Capsules is being conducted. "Mech.flnical Mice" 
(Inulti-vibrators emitting.a pulse siInilar to the 
heartbeat of live mice) were carried in the DIS
COVERER II recove~r'Y cap9u1e ir..stead of a live 
payload. Telemetered data showed viability on .. 
all channels during the flight. 

Live mice, contained in the life-cell of DISCOVER
ER In, were in a satisfactory condition throughout' 
the period of telemetry reception and their be
havior was as predicted. The ani.m.aJs sustained 
11 G acceleration during THOR boost and about 
eight Ininutes of weightlessness 'between the start 
of coast and re-entry. Photographs of a bio
Inedical package :znay be seen in Figure 2. 
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Down-range radar 
station needed for 
additional DISCOVER
ER Flight Data. 

Modification of two 
tracking.and recov
ery vessels es
sentiall y com.p1ete. 

Operationally-ready 
recovery forces 
continuing training 
progranls. 

TELEMETRY AND TRACKING. 

Flights of the first three DISCOVERER vehicles 
revealed that additional radar data is required 
inunediately after orbital injection to obtain precise 
calculation of orbital trajectory. During the 
critical two :minutes after .satellite engine burn-out, 
the vehicle passes beyond range of the existing 

. radar. Surveys have indicated the desirability of 
locating.an additional station on the southern tip 
of Baja, California •. This possibility is being 
actively explored. 

ModiiicationSto two·vc-2. vessels for use in 
.tracking .and recove ry operations were co:rnpleted 
during the . latter part of June. with t11;eexception 
of installation and testing of certain direction 
finding ~quip:rnent. Both .. ships departed for San 

. Francisco on June 28~ 1959, .and were scheduled 
to arrive at Pearl Harbor on July 3, 1959. They 
will be under operational control of the Co:mr.nander, 
Pacific Missile Range. While these ships are 
designated.for tl:ac~.and recovery operations for 
several satellite projects, their initial use will be 
as-sociated with. the DISCOVERER Prograxn. 

CAPSULE RECOVERY TRAINING 

The recovery forces, although operationally-. 
ready, are being given full-scale training'exercises . 
inv.olving location and recovery of capsules dropped 
by parachute. from. B-47 aircraft. Progressive 
i:m.provem.ent has beendem.onsfrated in both air.and 
sea recove ry training nUs sions. About 90 percent 
of air pickup attem.pts were successful this quarter, 
as com.pared with less than 50 perc"ent during the 
first m.onth of training. 

Approved for Release: 2017/03/23 C051 00800 
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Figure 1 
Film series 
of DISCOVERER IV 
launching from 
Va.ndenberg AFB. 
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BIOMEDICAL PACKAGE 

Veterinary Surgeons implanting 
viability transmitter electrodes 
into subject. 

Installation of electrical connections 
between life cell ond chassis. 

,- ,c_ 

oj -',. 
'.{. - '-. 

Examination of food pack prior 

. lIt.-_~ 
° .p-' 

to installation in viability capsule. 
Numbers identify wave lengths 
assigned to different subjects. 

life cell placed in altitude chamber 

prior to test. 

FIGtlRE 2 SECRET 
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SAMOS PROJEcj 

(:FORMERLY .sENTRY)· 

INTRODUCTION 

" This project was formerly known s the. WS-1l7L 
'\ or SENTRY Program prior to th establishment 

SAMOS to provide 
both Visual (Photog
raphic):: and Ferret 
(Electronic) data. 

Ground acquisition 
of data by capsuJ-e 
recovery and by 
readout. 

" of DISCOVERER and MIDAS as separate projects. 
~t was recently named SAMO to remove the 

earlier all-inclusive conno tion associated with , . 
the\.SENTR Y title . 

.... , 
The C;;'b~ective of the S OS projec;t.is the-_~e-
velopmE%nt of a reco issance system utilizing 
polar or 'ting satel es to collect and process 
visual or otogr . c data and ferret or 
electrornag etic tao Specifically. the SAMOS 
system is ex ect d to acquire a great amount 
of technical in ligence. resulting in a more 
precise knowle e and evaluation of enemy 
military and' du rial strength and their de
ployment. e da obtained should enable the 
United Statr to do a better target analysis job 
and to det?'Ct and iden "fy unknown tar gets, 
Inforrna tion obtained w~prOVide evidence of 
build-u!?/and consequentl relatively long-lead 
warning of attack. . 

)l 
;' 

Tw~/approaches are being d~veloped for acquis-
i~~~n of intelligence data: (1) \~e recovery syste 
j:h which a data capsule is ejec ed from the 

.1 

/ satellite upon command and phy ically recovered, 
¥ • 

,l" and (2) the electronic data reado t system in 
/.1 which all data is transmitted upon command to 

;ii' ground stations. The recovery sys ern is used 
/ for photography and the data readou~tstem for I / both photography and ferret. The reco ery syste 

/' nece s sary. thus permitting collection of d a ove r 
./ will be used when rapid time response i::50t 

/ f a large geographic .area at a rate which wou 
." exceed the limits of a readout link capability. 
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Flight~atn 

photographic readout system will be used for 
surveillance of specific targets when time re
sponse is an important factor. 

The program initially included 22 launchings. 
Current program reviews of payloads planned 
may reduce this to 18 launchings. The first 
launching is scheduled for April. 1960. 'i ", 

"'GENERAL 
'\ 

SAMOS PAYLOADS 

Initial flights to 
have both visual and 
ferret capahilitie s. 

Visual payload to 
utilize wide band 

, data link. 

Recovery Payload, 

A"'qual payload. coilsisting of components of both 
" vis'iial and ferret syste:m.s, will be used on the 

initdl..development £lights to test equipment. 
When ~orbit, both the visual and ferret equip-
ment wil e checked out for satisfactory operation,. 
prior to j . soning of the ferret payload. The 
vi sual pa ylo . will then be perIni,tted to ope rate 
without interf~rence and will have a useful life 
of 10 to 15 days~'\depending upon the power supply 
used. Later satevites will carry only the visual 

", or the ferret paylo· d. 

ill be used for the Visual 
payload ground-space unications. This 
link includes a payload . era. using strip film 
which is automatically de~loped while in orbit. 
On ground station, conunandi>", readout of the de
veloped negative is accomplis.r-ed by electronic 
scanning (in the satellite) and 'Conversion of the 
image to a video signal for traJ~mission to a 
,3'l'"ound station over the wide-ban'a link. The 
video signal is then converted intd\modul;:tted 
lines and displayed on a kinescope.'\The kinescope 
lines are photographed by a 35 mIn continuous
strip came ra which records the imag~~ as a 
.series of positive frames. '\ 

, \, 
Bids for development of recovery payloacf$ have .. , 
been received and are being evaluated. 'TJ:l 
design objective for the recovery camera'is 0 
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obtain resolution sufficient to identify objects ;\ 
on the ground as SIn.all as five feet on a side. 

VISUAL 

Flights of fir~t Photo payloads, eIl1.ploying the readout technique, 
visual payload~ (E-l) to be used in the initial vehicles, have been 

"' to be used for co;rn- designated liE-I" and include SOIl1.e cOIl1.ponents 
ponent testing. \ of a Il1.0re advanced design payload, designated 

IIE-2. II TheE-l payload will test in orbit the 
\. film storage transport unit, experieIl1.ental 

E-l du:nuny,payload 
co Il1.plete; ground 
equipment progress 
is substantial. 

AsseIl1.bly of E-l 
package is underway. 

E-2 payload goal is 
to achieve 20-foot 
ground resolution. 

E-2 payload in ad
vanced design stage; 
SOIl1.e fabrication 
started. 

• ... '~ontrol devices, cOIl1.Il1.and control systeIl1. and 
th,e E-2 payload processor and readout systeIl1.. 

\" 
The 'E-l duIl1.Il1.Y' payload is available and will be 

" 

used to provide Il1.echarucal fit and electrical 
harness\~o:m.patibility with the satellite vehicle. 
Fabricatiol1 ,and asseIl1.bly of the E-l ground 
handling eqtupIl1.ent is cOIl1.plete. 

\. 
;~ 

The first flyabl~ visual reconnaissance (E-l) 
package, now b~~g asseIl1.bled. contains COIl1.
ponent refineIl1.enh,. particularly in readout, 
instrumentation and control. 

\ 
'\ 

The design objective 6(, the E-2 version is to 
achieve ground resoluti'qn of 20 feet. This pay
load will be controllable \~ perIn.it photograph
ing of ground objects 150 riules on either side 

'~ 

of the flight path and 17 degrees fore or aft along 
:. 

the flight path. Control for a~:given In.ission will 
be entered into a vehicle prog~aIl1.Il1.er by ground 
s ta tionc OIl1.:rnand. "\, 

',\ 

'I, 

~~\ 

All detail and as seIl1.bly drawings for"1;he E- 2 
pa yload call1.e ra are finished. Hardwai-~ pack
aging of the optical systeIl1. for the -36-in'C~ focal
length lens was accoIl1.plished and collimator 

\, 

testing indicates perforIn.ance exceeds design 

specifications. (See Figure 3) r'--~c"":<!>-0"-\ 

10 
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l_( 
Ferr~t payload 
provid~s for three '-, 
progres'sJ,vely more 

ph. . ~t d 'So IStlCa..f!! ver-

sions. '" '\' ,; 
~~~~ 

"-

Ferret payload 
work pr'oceeding 
on schedule. 

.... 
'-~, 

Program require s 
extensive ground 
data handling net
work. 

'~'\;" 
(::-.~:" 

Control equipment 
being developed for 
tracking stations. 

':" 
'f;.J, 

,~-;.Jr.""',."" •. ~ ...., ..... _ ....... , 

FERRET 

The reoriented ferret reconnaissance program 
provide s for the development of three payloads 
attaining progressively advanced design con
sistent with maintenance of program scheduling. 
These payloads are designated F-l, F-2, and 
F- 3 and will be used to intercept electronic 
emissions. measure and store the signal para
meters, and transmit the data to ground rece
iving stations on command. 

'Ali ferret payload work is proceeding on schedule. 

( 

Th~ second articie of the F-l prototype vehicle 
equipment was checked out completely. Quali
fication testing of the F-l payload will.~ cqnducted 
in July>" Two antenna ass-emblies have been com

.." 
. pletedJor.,the F--2 payload. Assembly drawings 
for the F-Z\payload data handling unit and ground 
data handlingc~equipment have been released for 

fabrication. \\ 

"" FACILITIES AND SITES 
~, 

TRACKING "-,\, 
'\."\ 

The :sAMOS:- Program i-e,quires an extensive 
ground data handling netwQrk, including several 
tracking and acquisition stlttions and a cent:r~ 
data processing and control hcility to be located 
at Sunnyvale, California. Tri'~king stations are 
planned for the eastern, westerh" and central 
regions of the United States. In addition, use will 
be :made of DISCOVERER facilitie~\?-s applicable. 

'it '. i.-
'.\ 

A study of the requirements for data 6ptained and 
required by tracking stations has resul'tf!d in the 
start of development of the Progra:rrunabl~ Inte
grated Control Equipment (PICE) system.\,This 
equipment, installed at tracking stations, vJill 

~ 

accept and store all incoming data and make por-
tions of the data available instantaneously. -\\ r 

,t,/ 

Specifications for this equipment are c~:r:n.:r:::.~e. -\,);, 
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, ,s,truction of Construction of the first increment of the \ 
control'ce.~~er near- Develppm.ent Control Genter at LMSD,. Sunnyvale, t\ 
ing completlon.-.,., California, will b'econlpleted in,December 1959. 

'-~~ Design 0'1 the second increment is scheduled for 

Launch pad to 
be cOlnple~ed in 
September. 

.'>.... . 

'coxnpletion in July. Constructionbf the Data 
Acquig~tion Building is on. schedule at Vandenbe rg , 
Air Force~ase with.completion of various facil-
ities' scheduie~d.'on an incremental basis irOnl 

~ . 

Octoher to December." 1959. This facility will be 
used to provide the' reado¢ function until the three 
operational stations ar'e ~inpl.ete. ' 

"' .............. . 

LAUNCH 

"", 
Construction of the SAMOS .launch pad at Point 
Arguello, California, will be completed in Se~" 

tembe r 1959. . . . .. " ......... "" .... !. . 
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Figure 3 - Mockup of SAMOS (E-2) 
Visual Reconnaissance 
Package. 
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MIDAS PROJECT \ 

(VERY EARLY WARNING SATELLITE) 

-----",-,,, -

MIDAS ?rovide 
early warnin~ of 
Ballistic Mis.sile 
.attack. 

First flight sched
uled for January 1960. 

First MIDAS 
satellite shipped 
to Modification, 
Center~ 

INTRODUCTION 

Phase I, and.a lTlor.e advanced Phase II series 
of flights expected to follow it, are aimed toward 
establishing a reliable operational satellite-borne 
nllssile-alar:m capability in the 1962 time period • 
The MIDAS (Missile Defense Alarm Satellite) Pro
ject, when operational, will place a series of 
satellites around the earth iIl-polar orbits. These 
will carry payloads consisting of infra-red de

~, 

ction scanners capable of keeping watch over 
lal:-.~e areas of the upper atlTlosphere. Infra-red 
em~ations irom ballistic lTlissiles being launched 
will Be detected a's the :missiles rl"Se above the ..., 
atmo sph:ere, and the alar:m so given will be trans-
:mitted irU;ltantaIlLeously to' far north readout sta-
tions On ound. Warning will then be relayed 
directly to Zone of Interior intelligence and 
operations rs, providing rnaxi:murn alert 
tiIne for retail ory forces. 

The MIDAS Phas e I 
boosted, low-latitude, 
mile) flights frOlTl the 
Hardware will be availabl 

a:m involves four ATLAS 
altitude (300 to 700 

originally scheduled Nove 
However, 1i:mited launching 
:modate both MERCURY and 

tic Missile Range (AMR). 
in ti:me to meet the 

r 1959 flight date. 
ilities to accom-

at AMR, to-
gether with delays encountered 
progra:m. indicate that January 19 
date for the first MIDAS launch. 

the ATLAS D 
is the earliest 

GENERAL 

All aspects of the MIDAS satellite vehicle"'l'ernain 
on schedule. The.first MIDAS satellite w ' ,shipped 
fro:m Sunnyvale to the Modification and Chec 
Center at Palo Alto on June 25. 

13 
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PROPULSION 

A sixnulated altitude testing prograxn v!ith a 
xnodified Bell XLR81-Ba-5 rocket engine was 
successfully coxnpleted in Apri11959. (See 
AGENA xnodification, under Project TRIBE. ) 
Authorization was then given to proceed with the 

,design and developxnent of a restart engine. 
This capability xnust be provided to xneet the 
high altitude orbital requirexnent of the MIDAS 

. '\., systexn . 

The first flyable 
infra- red under
going test.-

Facilities for 
Phas e I include 
AMR, Palo Alto, 
PMR and Hawaii. 

~~1-" .. 

\" INFRA-RED SCANNERS 
'''. " 

" -
'\'l'he first flyable infra- red scanner for use in the 
fh:st Phase I flight, shown in Figure 4, was 
delivered early in June. The unit is undergoing 
test~'~t Lockheed prior to' being installed in the 
satellit~. A test'to check for possible pick-up 
of S- band beacon signal by the scanner unit was 
successfu:jly coxnpleted. 

(.\ 
\, 

TRACKING AND READOUT FACILITIES 
'\,,:.:. 

PHASE I FLIGHT 
',' 
"l~ 

Initial Fha se I flights will use the following 
facilities: '<~,>, 

" <i-..J. ,-
1. Atlantic Missile Range - Launch and readout 

2. 

3. 

4. 

of data froxn satellite in orbit. 
"'''',\ 

'" 
AMR Down-Range StatIQ~ns - Tracking during 
ascent and through orbit injection; readout 
of e;:it telemetry data. \., 

\'0: 

Developxnent Control Center '(Palo Alto/Sunny
vale) - Operations control; gr(n.:~nd presen
tation in real tixne and analysis of. infra-red , 
data. ". 

Vandenberg Air Force Base - Tr.acking; 
ground p~esentation of infra-r_ed data inr~al 
tixne. satellite interixn tixne r co:zn:znand, inira-
red scanner cOInInand. 

14 
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Chur chill and 
Frobisher, Canada, 
being considered for 
Northeast Atlantic 
readout sites. 

Donnelly Flats, 
Alaska, selected as 
North . Pacific readout 
site. 

United Kingdmn site 
selection initiated. 

5. Kaena Point, Hawaii - Tracking; infra-red 
data readout,satellite interim timer cornrnand, 
infra-red scanner command. 

Targets, launched from AMR, White Sands Proving 
Ground, Point Mugu and Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, will be observed by the orbiting satellites. 

ADDITIONAL READOUT SITES 

" ChurchlU,,\?-d Frobisher, Canada, are being studied 
as possible '~es fora readout station between 
those in the ND'r.th Pacific and the United Kingdom. 

Donnelly Flats, .Alaska. as selected as the site 
o~ the North Pacific reado~~tation. De sign of 
this facility has been complete~ and construction 
will be started during July with""~ ~xpected 
occupancy date of June 1960. 

Site selection for the East Atlantic sta ion has 
'1;.' 

been initiated, and it is anticipated that 'fj..i,ting 
~ 

teams will visit potential areas in the Unite~, King-
dom during . July. ,. 

(~."~""- .. , .• ,.,..~, .. ~ ...... ,, ... . 
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Figure 4 Infra-red Scanner for 
first MIDAS . 
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PROJECT TIROS 

(METEOROLOGICAL SA TELLITE) 

TIROS Project 
transferred to 
NASA April 13, 1959. 

Department of 
Defense participation 
will continue on a 
limited basis. 

Proj ect TIROS, the ITleteorological satellite 
program, was transferred to NASA early in 
the report period; therefore, no specific progress 
can be included in this report. 

Because of the potential military application of 
inforITlation to be ob~ained from this program, 
however, Department of Defense participation 
will continue. This participation will be rrlanife st 
in two different ways. (I) rrlembership On a joint 
Departrrlent of Defense - NASA advisory group; abd 
(2) continuation of "work initiated in Septerrlber 1959 
regarding data reduction, proces sing and analysis. 
Techniques for full military utilization and dis
semination of weather data received from satellite s 
will be developed under this program. 
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PROJECT TRANSIT 

(NA VIGATION SATELLITE) .' 

Objectives 

Assignment of 
responsibility: 
Bureau of Ordnance 
for satellite; USAF 
for launching. 

First 1a unch in 
. Se pterrlber. 

Objectives of first 
navigation satellite. 

Development and 
de sign work COrrl
pleted. 

INTRODUCTION 

Objectives of the Navigation Satellite Project 
(TRANSIT) are: to provide a highly accurate 
global all weather rrleans of fixing precisely (to 
.2 nautical mile) the position of surface craft, 
submarine s and aircraft, and for providing :mid
course and terminal guidance for long-range 
:missiles, as well as providing a more accurate 
means of maritime and aerial navigation than is 
now available in polar areas. A schematic of the 
TRANSIT satellite systerrl in operation is shown 
in Figure 5. 

Responsibility for the navigation satellite payload 
has been assigned to the Bureau of Ordnance. 
Department of the Navy. The responsibility for 
placing this satellite into orbit has been assigned 
to the Ballistic Missile Division, Air Force. 

NAVIGATION SATELLITE FLIGHTS 

The first navigation satellite is now scheduled to 
be launched in :mid-September at Cape Canaveral . 
Launching will be by a THOR-Delta vehicle. 
Additional launchings are planned in Fiscal Year 
1960 and Fiscal Year 1961 to more fully develop 
and utilize the satellite navigation techniques. 

Objectives of TRANSIT I are: to determine and to 
correct for refractive errors of signals passing 
thro~gh the ionsphere, to ir.itiate geocietic meas
urements and analysis, to demonstrate navigation 
purposes, feasibility of Doppler techniques for 
precision, and to perforrrl an infra-red scanner 
experiment in support of the MIDAS project. 

SATELLITE DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

Development and design of the antenna, trans
.rnitters, telemetering, power supplies and 
structure has been completed during the report 

Approved for Release: 2017/03/23 C051 00800 
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Launching vehicle 
enroute to Cape 
Canaveral. 

Vacuw:n chaTIlber 
l.n service. 

Vibration testing 
in progres s. 

New satellite COTIl
puting process 
developed. 

period. Construction of the payload for TRANSIT 
I is cOTIlpleted and final testing is under way. A 
cutaway of the TRANSIT I satellite TIlay be seen 
in Figure 6. 

TESTING 

The launching vehicle, the launch trajectory, the 
technical test objectives and the operation plan 
are enroute to the Test Director at Cape Canaveral. 
The test organization has cOTIlpleted their initial 
inspection for cOID.patability at the Cape. 

A test chaInber capable of simulating the vacuw:n. 
solar radiation, and teID.perature extreTIle s of 
outer space has been constructed and is being 
eID.ployedfor vigorous testing of the cOID.plete 
satellite. A cOID.plete satellite has succes sfully 
ID.et the launch acceleratio.n requireID.ents in the 
giant centrifuge of the Naval Weapons Plant. 

The electronics equipID.ent and structures were 
tested under the conditions of vibration expected 
during launching. The satellite now ID.eets all the 
environInental requireID.ents which have been 
specified by the agencies concerned. Stabilization 
of the third stage of the launching vehicle is accoID.
plished by spinning the rocket and satellite. This 
spinning, if not stopped after the satellite goes into 
orbit. would adversely affect interpretation of the 
satellite signals. A ID.echanisID. for IIde-spinll of 
the satellite has been tested successfully. 

Mfi-THE MATI CAL AND "MACHINE,COJl.APUT ATIONS 

The analytical and ID.achine cOTIlputation effort has 
resulted in developID.ent of a satellite tracking 
COID.puta:tional proces s which is eco~ornical in 
TIlachine cOID.putational requireID.ents. A rnathe
TIlatical proces s has been developed for tracking 
refractive index of the ionosphere as it affects the 
signal. COID.putational procedures have been pre
pared for the navigation experiID.ents and geodetic 
deterID.inations to be perforID.ed on the signalS froID. 
the satellite. 

18 
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Fixed ground sta
tions established. 

Mobile stations 
nearing completion. 

FACILITIES AND SITES 

Fixed ground stations for precise tracking of 
the satellite have been established at the 
University of Texas, Austin, at the New Mexico 
State University. Los Cruces,and at the Applied 
Physics Laboratory, Howard County. Maryland. 

Two mobile stations are nearing completion. 
Arrangements are being rrtade to operate one at 
the University of Washington in Seattle and the 
other at the U. S. Naval Station at Argentia. New
foundland. Checkout of these stations and of the 
three fixed stations' as a combined system should 
be accomplished by Septe:mber I, 1959. The Air 
ForceCarn.bridge Research Center will furnish 
optical tracking inionna Han for purposes oi 
co:mparis on wit,h the radio range technique s being 
developed. 

19 
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Project TRANSIT 

INJECTION STATION 

.,. Erases Solellile Memory 

o Transmits New Orbllal 
Parameter. & TIme 
Correclion 

TIME T2 

FIGURE 5. SCHEMATIC SYSTEM OPERATION 
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Project TRANSIT COtIFIS nHIAL 

Diameter-l6 Inches 
Weight-270 pounds 
launching Vehicle-Thor-Able 

Orbit-400 nautical miles (clrculad 
Inclination-50 degrees 

• I 

TELEMETER 
NICKEL-CADMIUM -

BATTERI ES 

NICKEL-CADMIUM 
BATTERIES fOR SOlAR--~ 

POWER SYSTEM 

NYLON 

OUTER AND 1h':UR 
lACING IIN'i 

SILVER-ZINC 
(lR-100) 

BATTERIES 

HANDLING RING 

ANTENNA COUPLING 
NETWORK 

INfRARED SCANNER 

SILVER-lINC 
_--1(..---. (lR-100l 

BATTERIES 

SOLAR CELL 
BANK 

~--DE-SPIN WEIGHT 

E-SPIN CABLE 

DE-SPIN WEIGHT 
RELEASE CABLE 

CONFIDUHI A,L 
Copy No 

NA\ . .f~ I SATELLITE CUTAWAY VIEW APL 1096 
Rev Jui 1959 
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PROJECT NOTUS 

(COMMUNICA TION SATELLITES) 

Satellites to be 
used for receiving 
,and retransmitting 
m.essages. 

COURlER - Delayed 
Repeater Satellite. 

Initial flight 
schedule. 

Assignm.ent of 
re sponsibility. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the Conununication,Satellite 
Project (NOTUS) is the developm.ent of a conun
unication system. utilizing satellites to provide 
long range radio conununication links. The 

, satellite conununication system. is expected to 
relieve the load on the presently overcrowded 
trunking facilities:and to im.prove reliability of 
global corn:municatiOn. .A series of co:m.rn.unication 
satellites, properly spaced in orbit, could carry 
both the m.ilitary logistics and the adm.inistrative 
com.m.unication traffic load-. 

DELAYED REPEATER 

The initial phase of the project is the developm.ent 
of a prototype of an operational delayed repeater 
satellite (designated COURIER) receiving m.es
sages over one point on,the globe and retrans
rrrltting them. ov.er ,another. This concept was 
successfUlly tested under project SCORE in 
Decem.ber 1958. .::. 

The initial launch ,of a, COURIER dalayed repeater 
satellite is scheduled at the AMR in February 
1960 using a THOR booster and an AJ 10-104 upper 
stage. Later firings will substitute ATLAS for 
THOR. 

The Arm.y:Signal Corps has been assigned respon
sibility for the developm.ent of the COURIER 
payload. Required booster development is under 
the cognizance of the Ballistic Mis'sile Division, 
Air Force. 

rnSTANTANEOUSREPEATER 

The second major division of the project, the 
instantaneous repeater satellite, is divided into 
three phases: 

20 
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STEER - Strategic (l) Initially J the design, development and fabri
cation of four (4) instantaneous communications 
satellites into polar orbit to obtain two-way 

Polar Communications 
Satellite. 

communications, via the satellite, between 
ground stations in the. United States and. sAc 
aircraft flying in the polar regions is planned. 
These firings are scheduled for late 1960. 
This sub-project has been assigned the code 
name STEER. 

TACKLE - Advanced (2) 
polar Communications 
Satellite. 

Secondly, the development and launching of 
four (4) .advanced polar communications satel
lites to testsateUite station-keeping capabilities, 
refined attitude' control.and microwave com
munication components as a preliminary to the 
global conununications satellite program is 
proposed. These firings are scheduled for the 
last half of 1961 and early 1962. The code name 
TACKLE has been assigned thls.sub- project. 

DECREE - Global (3) Finally, the development and launching of 
seven (7) satellites into 24-hour equatorial 
orbit to obtain broad-band, point-to-point 
communication.and, additionally, ground-to
aircraft co:m.rnunication is contemplated. 
These launches will commence in the early 
part of 1962 .and continue for approximately 
one year. The code name of this sub-project 
is DECREE. 

Communications Satel
lite for Instantaneous 
Message Relay. 

Assignment of 
re sponsibilities. 

The Ballistic Missile Division, Air Force, has 
been assigned the over-all technical management 
responsibility for the project. General respon
Gibility for the cor.:ununications equipment has been 
assigned to the Army Signal Corps. However, 
Wright Air Development Center will develop the 
communications sub- system for STEER and the 
aircraft communications for TACKLE and DECREE. 
ARPA will provide policy and technical guidance 

. .and retain approval authority for certain sched
uling decisions. 
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Contract awarded 
for the COURIER 
satellite package. 

Contr.acts awarded 
for COURIER 
ground complex 
.and for ground 
antennas. 

SATELLITE PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT 

_A 'Contract was awarded on June 25, 1959 for four 
. experimental, four preliminary development and 
four final development models of the COURIER 
communications· satellite. Deliveries are .Sched
uled. to begin in December 1959 and continue to 
December 1961. 

FACILITIES.AND SITES 

COURIER PROJECT 

,A contract was awarded June 30, 1959 for develop
ment, fabrication and installation.of three 
development model ground stations to be delivered 
iD.. February 1960, one to each of the sites in 
Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Spain. One development 
:rrlodel satellite checkout facility will be built and 
delivered to Cape Canaveral at the same time. 

A contr.<lct was a:warded on June 11, 1959 for 
rlevelopment, fabrication and installation of the 
gr.ound based tracking antenna system. Three 
development models will beaelivered. one to 
·e.ach .of the site s .at Hawaii, Puerto Rico and 
Spain by February 1960. 
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PROJECT SHEPHERD 

(TRACKING NETWORK) 

Objective 

MINITRACK 
system modified 
.and expanded. 

DOPLOC to com
ple.'ment MINITRACK 
Dete ction System. 

Teletype commun
ication to computing 
center. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of Project SHEPHERD is the estab
lishment of an effective satellite detection fence 
to detect, identify and predict orbits of non
radiating objects in space. To accomplish this 
objective a fence has been constructed, consisting 
of integrated MINITRACK and DOPLOC satellite 
tracking systems •. Additionally. Project SHEPHERD 
calls for the development of a world-wide tracking 
network in cooperation with NASA. 

In June 1958. ARPA directed. the Naval Re search 
Laboratory to .'modify and extend the original IGY 
MINITRACK system for its new role of tracking 
non-radiating satellites. 

To complement the MINITRACK System, as an 
interim measure, the Ballistic Research Lab
oratory was requested .in June 1958 to proceed 
with the establishment of a doppler system cO.'m
plex, known -2..S DOPLO C. The combined MINI
TRACK-DOPLOC fence consisting of an eastern, 
central and western. complex became operational 
in February 1959. Each complex employs one 
transmitter and two receiver stations. A tele
type network connecting the Naval Research 
Laboratory at Dahlgren. Virginia. with the 
MINITRACK stations has been established and 
is in operation. 

Similarly. under the DOPLOC system, teletype 
cO.tnrnurucation and data transmission facilities 
will be used. Doppler frequency data is cur
rently transmitted over a teletype circuit to the 
Ballistic Research Laboratories Computing 
Center at Aberdeen Proving Ground. Maryland. 
Data from the other three channels are stored 
in digital form on magnetic tape and are later 
transmitted to the computing center in sequence. 
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Data integration. 

NSSCC to integrate 
. data compilation 
from detection 
system. 

World-wide track
ing system to be 
cooperatively devel
oped with NASA. 

Tracking of DIS
COVERER II and 
VANGUARD I. 

The communication circuits will tie all stations 
together and to the MINITRACK communications 
network. Data.transrnission circuits;willlink 
the two receiving stations with the computing 
center at Ballistic Research Laboratories. 
Provisions will be made for transmitting com
puter orbital data to a National Space Surveillance 
Center when completed. 

In December 1958 the Air Research and Develop
ment Command was assigned the responsibility 
for the development of a pe rmanent National _ 
Space Surveillance C;:ontrol Center to receive, 
compile, and catalogue the orbital data gathered 
on these inter-related systems. The design 
parameters for this station are to be delivered 
by July 1, 1960. 

In cooperation with NASA initial steps have been 
taken toward the development of a world-wide 
tracking system involving the construction of two 
Department of Defense facilities, one in. Spain 
and one in Japan or the Philippines. Responsibility 
for planning, constructing, and equipping these 
stations was assigned to the Army Signal Corps 
in January 1959. 

CURRENT STATUS 

In April the first pass of DISCOVERER II corning 
within the antenna beam pattern, revolution 15, 
was successfully tracked by the DOPLOC system. 
MINITRACK detected DISCOVERER II each time 
it passed within the range of the stations during 
the period of its life. On May 15 the first 
observation of VANGUARD I was made at the 
Fort Stewart station at the predicted height of 
450 statute rrriles. Completed installation of 
automatic lock-on equipment at the DOPLOC 
receiving stations· in June permitted detection of 
Signals from both satellite and meteors which 
were previously not detectable because they were 
below audible detection limits. 
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Space surveillance 

Work initiated on 
-world-wide track
ing stations. 

FACILITIES AND SITES 

The MINITRACK. Space Surveillance Operations 
Center at Dahlgren# Virginia, began functioning 
on a 24-hour continuous operating basis on 
June 2; 1959. Structural steel is being erected 
for the Space Track Building at the Air Force 
Ca:mbridge Research Cente;r, which will provide 
the nucleus for the Interhn National Space Sur
veillance Center. Effort has also been extended 
to assure operational installation of an IBM·709 
co:mputer for the Space Track Building by the 
beneficial occupa~cy date in September 1959. 

A letter contract to provide the necessary equip
ment Jor the two world-wide tracking stations 
has been signed and work. has begun. However, 
no definitized contract has been successfully 
negotiated within funding limitations. 
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PROJECT LONGSIGHT 

(FEASIBILITY STUDIES AND EXPLORATORY RESEARCH) 

Objective -. 

Areas of work.
include power sup
pI y, propulsion, 
.materials and elec
tronics. 

65 Contracts 
under way. 

" 

The obJective of the program is to find and 
remedy serious short and long-term gaps in 
study and research relating to foreseen nrilitary 
needs in space tec.hnology. 

- The scope of the current program is defined by 
the technical areas selected for attention and by 
the dollars corn.rnitted to these. The five areas 
comprising the current progra:rn are as follows: 

1. Space Power Supply Research. 

2 •. Space Propulsion Research. 

3. Research on Materials,. Structures and 
Pheno:mena in and for Space Environ:rnent. 

4. Space Electronics, Guidance and Control. 

5. Space Syste:ms Studies. 

The current progra:m consists of a total of 65 
individual research projects: now assigned in a 
broad range of subjects, such as ion engines. 
plas:rna electronics, ther:mionic conversion. 
investigation of friction of :moving parts in a 
space environ:ment, super conductivity. and etc. 
Most of these are of one -year duration and. 
depending on results. :may be continued for 
another year or :more. Since projects in these 
areas have been under way only a relatively short 
ti:me, specific results are not yet available. 
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PRO J:E C T T RIB E 

(VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT AND MODIFICATION) 

PROJECT SATURN - CLUSTERED ENGINE 

SATURN to fill early 
need for orbiting 
large payloads. 

Booster contains 
eight Rocketdyne 
H-l Engines. 

TITAN approach, 
second stage, 
CENTAUR as third 
stage. 

Proj ect as signIT.l.ent 
for SATURN test 
and launch facilities. 

INTRODUCTION 

The SATURN project evolved as the earliest 
pos sible solution to the urgent need for keeping 
pace with requirements to boost large payloads 
into orbit. On. August 15. 1958, ARPA approved 
an Army Ordnance Missile Command proposal 
for providing asp"ace vehicle booster capa.bleof 
generating a.pproximately one and one-half mil
lion pounds thrust. 

The SATURN, booster consists of three .:main 
sections; the tail section, the container section, 
and the upper stage adaption section. The con
tainer section is .:made up of one JUPITER-type 
tank (lOS inches diameter) for LOX and eight 
REDSTONE-type tanks (70 inches diameter), four 
for LOX .and four for fuel, surrounding it. The 
tail section contains eight Rocketdyne H-l eng
ines(four lnounted in an inner cirele and four 
mounted in an outer circle). 

The SATURN second stage will be constructed 
from components of the TITAN first stage. modi
fiedas necessary for SATURN application. The 
CENTAUR was selected for adaptation as a 
SATURN third stage. 

On December 11, 1958. ARPA requested that AOMC: 
(a) accomplish the design. construction, and modi
fication of the ABMA captive test tower and as
sociated facilities required in SATURN booster 
development; and (b) determine design criteria 
for SATURN launch facilities to be located at 
the Atlantic Missile Range. 
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JUPITER-type 
control systeITl 
adopted. 

First control COITl
puter available by 
mid-SepteITlber. 

Effect of engine 
failure being 
studied. 

Full scale mock
up of SATURN tail 
se ction completed. 

Major structural 
drawings for 
SATURN static test 
vehicle released. 

Two sATURN H-l 
engines being hot 
fired at ABMA. ., 
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CURRENT STATUS 

VEHICLE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 

The control system adopted for the initial 
SATURN-vehicles is siITli1ar to the JUPITER 
system. This siITli1arity includes use of a 
modified ST-90 stabilized platform cor ... verted 
digital computer output, a repackaged control 
computer and hydraulic control actuators. 

Design of the SATURN control computer, which 
issues swivel actuator commands to all four 
control engines, is progressing satisfactorily. 
The first unit will be available for laboratory 
tests by September 15, 1959. 

The -effect of failure of one of the eight engines 
of the SATURN booster .on the required triITl 
angles for the remaining control engine s and on 
'eventual requirements for alternate tilt pro
grams and guidance progr:aInS is being studied. 

STRUCTURES 

Fabrication ofafull scale mockup of a.SATURN 
booster tail section has been completed. (See 
Figure 7) This mockup is used for accessibility 
investigation and deterITlination .ofoptiITlUITI lay
out for the power plant areas. 

All major structural drawings for the SATURN 
test vehicle were released during the report 
period. The second stage adapter design for 
ITlounting the TITAN-type second stage is being 
considered; however. no final decision can be 
made until the second-stage vehicle ignition tiITle 
and characteristics have been deterITlined. 

PROPULSION 

The,'first H-l production engine was deliver~d 
to ABMA on schedule April 28, 1959. (See 
Figure 8) The second was delivered on June 8, 
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Optimum propell
ant loading fo I' 
SATURN stages 
being studied. 

Test schedule 

First H-l engine 
successfully static 
tested at ABMA. 

First tests on 
H-1002. 

Recovery scheme 
for flight test 
boosters being 
detailed. 

141(11'.........,~ __ ..- -

1959. These production engines are being hot 
fired at ABMA to calibrate the engine system 
in a flight configuration. 

A study was ini Hated to deternrine the optimum 
propellant loading for the different stages of 
SATURN based on the maximum payload capa
bility for two basic nrission's, the 24-hour orbit 
and the 96-rninute orbit. 

TEST PROGRAM 

The current SA TURN te st schedule provides for 
one dynanric captive test demonstration at ABMA 
in December 1959 and four flight test vehicles 
(SA-I, SA-2, SA-3 and SA-4). 

The first 25-s,econd firing onH-1 engine,' H-lOOI, . 
was successfully completed on May 26, 1959. 
All test objectives were accomplished. This eng
ine was checked out, installed at ABMA Power 
Plant Test Stand, and instrumented within three 
weeks ·after receipt from Rocketdyne. Five tests 
have been successfully :made on engine H-lOOl 
for a total duration of 562 seconds, :mainstage. 
All tests ran the intended duration without lllal
function. 

Two tests were successfully completed on the 
second H-l engine for a total duration of 180 
seconds of mainstage operation. Two additional 
engines were successfully tested at Rocketdyne 
during this period. 

BOOSTER RECOVERY PROGRAM 

Concurrently with SATURN booster design, the 
scheme for booster recovery is being detailed. 
Parachutes will be deployed after re-entry to 
retard the booster velocity. Retro rockets will 
decrease the final touchdown velocity to a nrini- ' 
mum of near ze ro. 
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Captive test tower 
modifica tions 
on schedule. 

Launch co:mplex 
.at AMR initia ted. 
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FACILITIES AND SITES 

CAPTIVE TEST FACILITIES 

Modification of the Captive Test'Tower at ABMA 
- for the SATURN program continued on schedule. 
(See Figure 9) 

Fabrication and asse:mbly of the SATURN master 
facility panel in the ABMA blockhouse is on 
schedule. 

LAUNCH FACILITIES 

Construction.of the SATURN blockhouse at AMR 
was initiated onJune 3, 1959. 

CENTAUR - HIGH ENERGY UPPER STAGE 

Objectives 

AssigTlJl1.ent of 
responsibility. 

Delivery schedule. 

Flight weight thrust 
cha:mbers fired. 

INTRODUCTION 

The CENTAUR is a: liquid-hydrogen oxygen upper 
stage vehicle which will initially be used with 
the ATLAS booster to p;r·ovide a vehicle with the 
capability of placing approximately I, 500 pounds 
in a 24-hour orbit. Specific objectives of this 
program, as initiated and. developed by ARPA, 
a.re placing in orbit the 24-hour equatorial orbit 
comrrlUnications satellites (Project DE CREE) 
and for use as the third stage of the SATURN 
vehicle. 

r_esponsibility for the CENTAUR proje ct was 
assigned to the Air Force in August 1958. 

The first two CENTAUR boosters are scheduled 
for delivery in May 1960. Addition~lly. fourteen 

. engines are scheduled for delivery by October 1960. 

CURRENT STATUS 

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY 

All phases of the CENTAUR progra:m a.re pro
gressing satisfactorily. Dulling the report period 
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Assembly of first 
complete engine 
nearing completion. 

Static test stand 
location undeter
nUned. 

Project to be trans
ferred to NASA on 
July 11 1959. 

flight weight thrust chambers were fired to design 
chamber pressure. Ignition and combustion were 
smooth; however, subsequent inspections dis
closed a nUInber of ruptured tubes. Investigations 
are under way to determine the cause. 

Assembly of the first Pratt Whitney engine is 
nearing completion and the first-run date is 
scheduled for July 1959. 

FACILITIES 

A decision on location of a static test stand for 
CENTAUR Project"is expected in July. NASA 
has officially reque-sted permission to locate the 
stand at s.ycamore Canyon. California. 

-PROJECT TRANSFER 

In accordance with arrangementznade early this 
year, xnanagement of the CENTAUR Project will 
be transferred from the Department of Defense 
to the National.Aeronautics and. Space Adminis
tration effective July I, 1959. 

UPPER STAGE MODIFICATION 

Development of 
AJ 10-104. 

Modification of 
the AGENA vehicle. 

The AJ 10-104 is essentially a modification and 
sirn.plificationof the VANGUARD second stage 
with tank capacity for approxizna tely twice as 
much propellant. Design has been completed and 
the vehicle partially fabricated. The AJ 10-104 
stage is planned as the upper stage for use with a 
THOR booster to place in orbit the first early 
research.and development ver sions of the COlTlIll

unication relay satellite (COURIER) and the 
navigation satellite _-(TRANSIT). 

AGENA (the Lockheed second stage. powered with 
a Bell-engine, forInerly called the Hustler stage) 
is being Inodilied to provide .greatly iInproved high 
altitude capability for a nUInber of military satellite 
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missions. Design objectives include dual burn, 
airframe and guidance simplification, and 
increase of tankage. One of the early missions 
of the AGENA dual burn booster is to provide 
the upper stage for placing the navigation satel
lite' payload in a polar orbit. It was recently 
,agreed that the optimu:rn. tank size for use in the 
AGENA vehicles should be twice the development 
size. 

LARGE THRUST TEST STAND 

Preliminary plans 
essentially co:rn
plete. 

Work has been initiated on.a large thrust test 
stand at Edwards .Air Force Base and progress 
is on schedule. This stand is to be used in 
support of the NAsA program for development 

,of a single chamber 1. 5 million pound thrust 
.engine. At the close of the quarter preli:rninary 
plans are essentially co:rnplete. The contract 
for excavation work is scheduled to be let in 
July19~9. 
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SINGLE H-l (H-1001) ENGINE ON ABMA 
POWER PLANT TEST STAND PRIOR TO ONE 
OF FIVE SUCCESSFUL STATIC FIRINGS. 
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ST ATUS OF FUNDS 

(In Millions) 

Progranuned FY 1959 Com.- FY.1959 FY 1959 
FY 1959 & m.i tm.e nt s (ARPA Obligations Expenditur( 

Prior Years Orders Issued) As Of As Of 
Project Projects June 30, 1959 May 31,1959 May 31,l95' 

DISCOVERER $136.5l! $ 136.5 $ 101. 8 $ 61. 0 

[SENTRY 105.6 }j 105.6 90.9 65·31 

,~'" 
.... ~ 

2~. 8]] °22.8 13. 6 • C...Jill.DAS . 8 1 2,' 
~. , 

Meteorological 
Satellite 12.8 12.8 7.4 5.0 

Navigation Satellite 10.7 10.7 3. 0 .4 

Co:rn.rnunications· 
-Satellite 16. 7 16.7 2.2 1.0 

Tracking 31. 9 27.6 22.0 7. 6 

Feasibility Studies 11. 5 10.5 li. 3 6. 7 

Vehicle Developm.ent 
and Modification 

Clustered Engine 34.0 34.0 19. 8 6. 5 

CENTAUR 21. 5 21. 5 15. 8 6.5 

Upper Stage 
Modification 2.6 2.6 • 5 .1 

Lar ge Thrus t 
Test Stand • 7 • 7 . 2 

TOTAL $ 491. 4 11 $ 402.0 $ 288. 5 $ 168.2 

ij $84 .. 1 pro gra:rn.rne d duringF.i.scaLYe.a:r 1958and:prior years furWS 117L 
Program.. DISCOVERER, SENTRY and MIDAS projects are an outgrowth 
of WS 117L. 
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SECRE'F 

DOD SATELLITE LAUNCH SCHEDULE 

WY 1960 
1959 

Launch Quarters 
Program Vehicle Site 1 2 3 4 

1. DISCOVERER Thor-Agena PMR 2 3 4 5 

[ 2. Reconnais sance (SAMOS) Atlcts -Agena PMR 
• .... ~1.~:6.;. • .Joo:;! ..... :~ .. \o...·"'~.'--•• .u ...... ....,..i ........ ~-.:~'I..'1 ... ~; ..... !~ 'l'l' . .-<,lo"_'.,.,,:r ~" ..... ' "1, ,j·'h"'t:'l1nt1. ,.!",!~, •• ",."./'..:",:"\·",,,1~ .. ..... 'i'..~'f'lM.'tV~'tWllD:'~:\!lHlS'I~ 

3. Communications (NOTUS) 
a. Delayed Repeater (COURIER) Thor-Agena AMR 
b. SAC Polar (STEER) Atla's -Agena PMR 

c. Adv. Polar ~TACKLE) At1as-Agena PMR 

4. Navigation (TRANSIT) 
Transit I Thor-Delta 1/ AMR 1 

Transit II Thor-104 AMR 
Transit III - PMR 
Transit IV - PMR 

r-'S', EarlY-Warning (MIDAS) 
Phase I Atlas -A2ena AMR 1 

I 
) 

\.. , 

~ 

4g2:.~.:Agep.a PMR _ .. 

6. SATURN SATURN AMR 

1/ Launch scheduled first quarter 1960 will use Tho r-l04. 
2/ Payloads planned to be launched with some other programmed payload. 
3/ Static test firing at ABMA. 
iJ Launch of vehicle with dummy upper stage but without payload. 

SKGRET 
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MILITARY SPACE PROJECTS 

FLIGHT DATA 

DISCOVERER FLIGHTS 

DISCOVERER II (170-101B) 

Date Launched: April 13, 1959 
Booster: THOR #170, IRBM 
Gras s Weight: 114, 566 lbs. 
Payload Weight: 145 lbs. 
Mean Altitude: 313 Statute Miles 
Payload: Mark I biomedical recovery 

capsule 
Subsystems: Airframe, Propulsion, 

Auxiliary Power, Guidance 
and Biomedical. 

DISCOVERER III (174-1020) 

Date Launched: June 3, 1959 
Booster: THOR #174, IRBM 
Gross Weight: 114, 3BB Ibs. 
Payload Weight: 195 lbs. 
Mean Altitude: 311 Statute Mile s 
Payload: Mark I biomedical recovery 

capsule. 
Subsystems: Airframe, Propulsion, 

Auxiliary Power, Guidance 
and Biomedical. 

DISCOVERER IV (179-1023) 

Date Launched: .T1..1J)e 25, 1959 
Booster: THOR #179, IRBM 
Gross Weight: 114, 292 lbs. 
Payload Weight: 1951bs. 
Mean Altitude: 162 Statute Miles 
Payload: Mark I biomedical recovery 

capsule. 
Subsystems: Air frame, Propulsion, 

Auxiliary Power, Guidance 
and Biomedical. 
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Second Stage: DISCOVERER Vehicle 
On-Orbit Weight: 1,634 Ibs. 
Propulsion: XLRBI-Be-5 Engine 

. Fuel: Unsyrrunetrical Di-Methyl 
Hydrazine/Inhibited Red 
Furn.ing Nitric Acid. 

Flight Characteristics: Ballistic 
trajectory to orbit. 

Second Stage: DISCOVERER Vehicle 
On-Orbit Weight: 1,634 lbs. 
Propulsion: XLRBI-Be- 5 Engine 
Fuel: Unsymmetrical, Di-Methyl 

Hydrazine/Inhibited Red 
Fuming Nitric Acid. 

Flight Characteristics: Ballistic 
trajectory to orbit. 

Second Etage: DISCOVERER Vehicle 
On-Orbit Weight: 1,797 lhs. 
Propulsion: XLRBI-Be-5 Engine 
Fuel: Unsymmetrical Di-Methyl 

Hydrazine/Inhibited Red 
Furn.ing Nitric Acid. 

Flight Characteristics: Ballistic 
trajectory to orbit. 
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